December 8, 2015

AMENDMENT NO. 1

Name of Work: Escalator work for Cruise Passenger Facilitation Centre in the existing Passenger Terminal at Chennai Port Trust.

NIT NO.: SRO/MKT/TH/441 dtd. 13.11.2015

1) Escalator to be located inside the façade system and the surrounding environment is very close to sea, the escalator to be designed as indoor to withstand the corrosive environment.

2) Single flight system for a height of 7900mm with suitable inclination to be followed to maintain maximum speed of 0.63m/s.

3) All civil works including foundation, pedestal and all super structure works like RCC/Steel columns and beams related to escalator supporting structure are not covered under the scope of NIT. The required load detail and foundation drawings to be supplied by the Tenderer to enable the client for making arrangement for the same.

4) Suppliers have to ensure the correctness of the foundation bolts to be checked and confirmed before casting of RCC components.

5) Any special Tools & Tackles required for the running maintenance are included in the scope of the tenderer.

6) All commissioning spares/services till handing over after the DLP of one year from the date of commissioning is also included in the scope of tenderer.

Bidders are requested to refer only the revised documents.

All other terms & conditions of the tender shall remain unaltered.